
Claim   Token   Guide   
  
  

Prerequisite   
1. Purchased   BITE   token   during   different   investment   rounds   (e.g.   Private,   seed….etc)   

2. Access   to   MetaMask   wallet   that   can   access   the   wallet   address   provided   to   us   through   

SAFT   or   other   channel   

3. Having   sufficient   ETH   in   said   wallet   address   for   gas   fee   to   transfer   to   token.   (See   
ethereum   gas   fee   section   in   the   appendix   of   this   document   to   understand   more   about   the   
gas   fee)   

  

Steps   

1. Launch   the   browser   and   access   the   Metamask   wallet   and   view   wallet   address   provided   
to   us   to   receive   a   BITE   token.   The   address   must   be   the   one   you   provided   to   us   through  
SAFT   or   other   formal   communication   channel   

2. Switch   to   mainnet   and   check   your   ETH   balance   and   ensure   you   have   sufficient   ETH   to   

make   a   ethereum   transfer   (you   need   to   pay   the   gas   fee   to   transfer   BITE   token   to   your   

own   wallet   

3. Access   this   our   token   vesting   dApp   using   the   url   here    “https://dragonbite.netlify.app/”   

4. Click   the   “Connect   Metamask   ''   button   to   connect   to   authorize   the   access   of   our   vesting   
contract   using   your   metamask   wallet   (you   must   login   metamask   with   proper   Ethereum  
address   if   you   haven't   signed-in.   

5. To   access   the   token   which   you   can   claim   upfront,   please   click   the   “Upfront   Token   Claim”   
button   or   access   our   token   claim   dApp   using   the   url   here   
“https://dragonbite-upfront-tokens.netlify.app/”   

  



  
6. Check   how   much   token   you   can   claim   in   the   field   labelled   “Available   to   Claim”   field.   If   

you   still   have   a   token   which   you   haven’t   claimed   yet.     
7. Click   the   “Claim”   button   to   trigger   the   transfer.   
8. After   you   claim   the   token   for   the   first   time,   you   will   need   to   “Add   BITE   token   to   your   

metamask   wallet:   
a. Click   BITE   etherscan   link    URL   here   
b. Click   the   more   button   on   top   right   of   the   screen   as   shown   above   to   show   the   

menu   list   
c. Click   the   “Add   Token   to   Metamask   (web3)”   menu   selection   
d. When   the   confirmation   screen   appear,   click   “Add   Token”   button   

https://etherscan.io/token/0x4eed0fa8de12d5a86517f214c2f11586ba2ed88d


  
  
  
  

  

Frequently   asked   Questions   

How   many   BITE   token   claims   can   you   perform?   

You   can   perform   many   BITE   Token   Claim   as   long   as   your   token   vesting   web   UI   shows   that   you   have   
some   token   which   you   can   claim   as   shown   in   “Available   to   Claim”   field.   Please   be   reminded   that   
claiming   tokens   will   require   consumption   of   gas   fee   (in   form   of   ETH)   as   for   using   ethereum   network.   
  
  
  
  

How   much   ETH   is   sufficient   for   BITE   Token   Claiming?   

It   depends   on   the   gas   fee   per   transfer   (which   changes   from   time   to   time)   and   how   many   transfers   you   
plan   to   make.   You   can   check   the   current   gas   fee   using   “Ethereum   Gas   Tracker”   through   this    URL .   When   
ethereum   network   activities   are   low.   The   ETH   required   can   be   0.001   ETH,   but   sometimes   it   can   be   
hundreds   of   times   more   if   the   ethereum   network   activity   is   very   high.   Check   the   gas   price   and   determine   
how   many   claims   you   want   to   make   will   help   you   to   estimate   how   much   ETH   you   need   in   your   wallet   to   
claim   a   BITE   token.   
  
  

How   can   I   add   BITE   Token   to   MetaMask?   
See   Step   7   of   the   token   claim   procedure   
  
  

Why   Ethereum   Charge   Gas   Fee?   

“In   short,   gas   fees   help   keep   the   Ethereum   network   secure.   By   requiring   a   fee   for   every   

computation   executed   on   the   network,   we   prevent   actors   from   spamming   the   network.   In   

order   to   prevent   accidental   or   hostile   infinite   loops   or   other   computational   wastage   in   

https://etherscan.io/gastracker


code,   each   transaction   is   required   to   set   a   limit   to   how   many   computational   steps   of   code   

execution   it   can   use.   The   fundamental   unit   of   computation   is   "gas".     

How   much   ETH   is   sufficient   for   BITE   Token   Claiming?   

There   isn’t   a   model   answer   for   that   since   ETH   gas   fee   for   token   transfer   (token   claim   is   a   transfer   
process)   varies   from   time   to   time.    You   should   consider   doing   the   claim   when   the   gas   fee   is   low .   You   can   
check   the   gas   fee   required   through    ethereum   gas   tracker .    Please   note   that   the   screen   capture   below   is   
taken   when   the   ethereum   gas   fee   is   low   (several   USD).   During   extreme   condition,   the   price   can   go   up   to   
50-100   USD   which   also   depends   on   the   current   ETH   price.   

  

  
You   can   also   estimate   the   gas   fee   using   Metamask   send   function.   

  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  

https://etherscan.io/gastracker

